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Nematodes provide a useful experimental system with which to investigate the evolution of development at the cellular,
genetic, and molecular levels. Building on an understanding of vulval development in Caenorhabditis elegans, analysis of
vulval development has been extended to a number of other species in three families of the Nematode phylum. Changes
have occurred in most aspects of vulval development: alteration in the number of cells competent to participate in vulval
development by changes in apoptosis; changes in the relative contributions of position-dependent predisposition toward
particular fates (prepattern), inductive signaling and lateral signaling; and in the speci®c lineages generated by vulval
precursor cells. Genetic analysis of one species in which only three vulval precursor cells are present identi®ed a mutation
that increases the number of vulva precursor cells toward that found in C. elegans. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION have initiated an evolutionary analysis of vulva develop-
ment among different nematodes (Fig. 1). Here we summa-
rize our current understanding of the evolution of vulvaModi®cation of ontogeny is the basis for morphological
development and discuss these data in the light of the twochange during evolution, implying that the diversity of bio-
fundamental questions introduced above.logical form can only be explained by a detailed understand-
ing of the relationship of development and evolution. Evolu-
tionary developmental biology can ask two fundamental
VULVA DEVELOPMENT AS AN EXAMPLEquestions. How do developmental processes change during
evolution? A comparative approach to understanding devel-
The vulva is the egg-laying structure of nematode femalesopment can give insight into evolutionary changes underly-
and hermaphrodites. In Caenorhabditis the vulva affordsing morphological diversity. What properties of develop-
facile developmental studies because the vulva developsmental processes in¯uence evolution? The hierarchical or-
from three precursor cells by three consecutive rounds ofganization of biological processes, involving at least the
cell divisions taking 5 hr, followed by differentiation andmolecular, cellular, and organismal levels, might limit and
morphogenetic movements (reviewed by Horvitz and Stern-constrain the phenotypic outcome at any higher level of
berg, 1991). In addition, genetic accessibility allowed a de-organization. Thus, as we will discuss here, the internal
tailed molecular analysis of vulva formation. Below, weorganization of organisms, e.g., the genotype or the cellular
summarize vulva development in C. elegans at three levels:composition, might contribute to further evolution by alter-
the cell lineage level, the genetic level, and the molecularing the relative ease with which changes in development
level.can occur.
A requirement for the analysis of development and evolu-
tion is the detailed knowledge of a developmental process Vulva Development in C. elegans:at the molecular, cellular, and genetic levels as well as the The Cell Lineage Levelability to compare development among a number of related
species. Developmental processes in the free-living nema- The vulva precursor cells (VPCs) in C. elegans derive from
six bilaterally symmetrical pairs of precursor cells of thetode Caenorhabditis elegans can be studied intensively us-
ing genetic, cellular, and molecular tools. Based upon our ventral ectoderm, located in a ventrolateral position at
hatching (named P1/2L, P1/2R, P3/4L, etc., according topresent knowledge of vulva development in C. elegans, we
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ablation of P(5±7).p, the three cells that form the vulva in
the intact wild-type animal, the three outer cells, P(3,4,8).p,
can form a functional vulva.
Vulva Development in C. elegans:
The Genetic Level
Vulva development can be analyzed using genetic tools
standard to C. elegans (Brenner, 1974). Mutant animals with
defects in vulval function are egg-laying defective (Egl phe-
notype). Two different phenotypes with respect to the VPCs
can be distinguished. In vulvaless (Vul phenotype) mutants,
P(3±8).p all form epidermal structures and no vulva is
formed. In contrast, in multivulva (Muv phenotype) mu-FIG. 1. Proposed phylogenic relationship between the analyzed
tants, more than the usual three cells form vulval tissue.species, based on morphological studies, primarily the mono-
In both cases, no functional vulva is formed, so that thegraphic descriptions of Sudhaus (1976) and Andrassy (1984). Only
eggs, fertilized by the internal sperm of the hermaphrodite,the names of the genera are given. Molecular phylogenetic analysis
cannot be released. As a result, the young larvae hatch in-ongoing in the laboratories of K. Thomas and D. Fitch, among
others, will greatly add to our understanding of these nemas. side their mother, a phenotype easy to recognize under the
dissecting microscope. In addition to the ease of scoring
mutant animals, while the progeny of Muv or Vul animals
will burst their mother, lethality only occurs after progeny
Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). These precursor cells migrate are formed, making the culture of these mutants possible
into the ventral cord in the ®rst larval stage (L1), forming (Horvitz and Sulston, 1980).
a linear array of 12 cells, P1±P12 from anterior to posterior. Many mutants with these two phenotypes have been iso-
Shortly thereafter, an asymmetric cell division of all precur- lated and genetically characterized (Ferguson and Horvitz,
sor cells generates 12 neuroblasts P1.a±P12.a and 12 ecto- 1985). At least three independent genetically controlled as-
blasts P1.p±P12.p (Fig. 2A). The six central ectoblasts, P(3± pects of development can be distinguished (Ferguson et al.,
8).p are the VPCs (Fig. 2B). Since these cells are all capable 1987): formation of competent vulval precursor cells, speci-
of forming vulval tissue, they constitute an ``equivalence ®cation of the fates of the vulval precursor cells, and the
group'' for vulva formation. generation of sublineages and subsequent cell type speci®-
A pattern formation process within this equivalence cations.
group begins with the induction of several VPCs by the
gonadal anchor cell (AC) early in the third larval stage (L3)
(Kimble, 1981). As a result of this pattern formation process,
the molecular nature of which is described below, the cell
fate pattern 37-37-27-17-27-37 is established (Fig. 3) (Sulston
and White, 1980; Sternberg and Horvitz, 1986). The central
cell, P6.p, has the primary cell fate (17), the highest in a
hierarchy of fates. In C. elegans this fate is characterized
by the generation of eight progeny some of which form a
speci®c contact to the gonadal AC (Fig. 4A). P5.p and P7.p
have the secondary cell fate (27), generating seven progeny,
which all form part of the vulva, but do not form a strong
contact with the AC (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989; K. Tietze
and P.W.S., in preparation). The remaining three VPCs,
P(3,4,8).p have the tertiary cell fate (37); they undergo only
one round of mitosis and their progeny fuse with a large
syncytial epidermis, hyp7 (Fig. 4A).
FIG. 2. (A) Pn division. a, anterior daughter; p, posterior daughter.The VPCs are said to form an equivalence group because
(B) Position-speci®c differences in Pn.p fates. C. elegans (Sulstonthey can replace one another after cell ablation (Sulston and
and Horvitz, 1977); Pristionchus paci®cus wild-type and ped-5 mu-White, 1980). All six cells are capable of becoming any of
tant (R.J.S and P.W.S., in preparation); Panagrellus redivivus (Stern-
the three types of precursors. In general, after ablation of berg and Horvitz, 1982; M.-A. FeÂ lix, personal communication).
®ve of the six cells, the remaining cell has the 17 cell fate, Black circle represents Pn.p cell that is nonspecialized epidermal
independent of its origin. More distal cells can become 37 (fuses with hyp7 in C. elegans); X, programmed cell death; 17, VPC;
or 27, likely due to reception of less inducing signal (Stern- 27,VPC; 37 can generate vulval cells. In P. redivivus other Pn.p cells
have not been formally ruled out as a VPCs.berg and Horvitz, 1986; Katz et al., 1995; see below). After
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FIG. 3. Speci®cation of VPC fates by multiple signals. An updated version of the ``spaghetti'' model of Sternberg and Horvitz (1989) is
shown (see Katz and Sternberg, 1996, and Koga and Ohshima, 1995, for further discussion). Only P4.p±P8.p are shown; P3.p would be
identical to P4.p. LIN-3 can act directly on presumptive 17 and 27 VPCs. LIN-12-mediated lateral signaling is controlled by LET-23-
mediated signaling; here regulation of LIN-12 ligand is shown. 17 VPCs must become refractory to LIN-12 signaling; one simple way this
could occur is blocking of LIN-12-mediated signal transduction. The negative signaling de®ned by LIN-15 and interacting genes (Ferguson
and Horvitz, 1989; Herman and Hedgecock, 1990) is shown acting uniformly on all the VPCs at the level of LET-23 (see Huang et al.,
1994).
Vulva Development in C. elegans: a wild-type animal (Fig. 3) (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989;
Yochem et al., 1988). The lateral signal is suf®cient to spec-The Molecular Level
ify the 27 cell fate (Greenwald et al., 1983; Sternberg andThe vulva equivalence group is established as part of the
Horvitz, 1989; Simske and Kim, 1995; Koga and Ohshima,pattern formation process along the anteroposterior body
1995). The connection between the inductive and lateralaxis in C. elegans. One of the Hom-C genes, lin-39, contri-
signals might be as simple as the inductive signal inducingbutes positional information for the speci®cation of the
production of lateral signal.equivalence group (Wang et al., 1993; Clark et al., 1993).
A negative signal, proposed to emanate from the sur-Pattern formation within the equivalence group involves
rounding epidermis, requires the action of lin-15 and otherat least three intercellular signaling processes: an inductive
genes and may block basal activity of the inductive signal-signal, a lateral signal, and a negative signal (Fig. 3) (re-
ing pathway (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1989; Herman andviewed by Eisenmann and Kim, 1994; Stern and DeVore,
Hedgecock, 1990; Clark et al., 1994; Huang et al., 1994).1994; Kenyon, 1995; Kayne and Sternberg, 1995). The induc-
After the VPCs are speci®ed, other speci®cation eventstive signal is mediated by an EGF receptor-like tyrosine
are responsible for the distinct types of vulval cells. Thekinase pathway with lin-3 encoding an EGF-like ligand (Fig.
LIN-11 LIM domain protein, a putative transcription factor,3) (Hill and Sternberg, 1992; Katz et al., 1995). Recent work
is required for the AC proximal cell types derived from theindicates that LIN-3 can act as a morphogen: high levels of
27 cell lineage and is expressed in these cells (Ferguson andLIN-3 promote the 17 cell fate, intermediate levels promote
Horvitz, 1985; Ferguson et al., 1987; Freyd et al., 1990;the 27 cell fate, and low levels leave VPCs in the uninduced
Freyd, 1991).37 cell fate (Katz et al., 1995).
A lateral signal is involved in the formation of the 27
The Vulva as a Copulatory Organcell fate (Sternberg, 1988). The Notch family member lin-
12 encodes a receptor for the lateral signal, transmitting a When males copulate with C. elegans hermaphrodites,
they use a number of distinct sensillae to locate the vulvasignal that ensures that only one cell has the 17 cell fate in
FIG. 4. Comparision of vulval lineages. L, VPC granddaughter that divides with a longitudinal axis; T, transverse axis; N, nondividing
cell with compact nucleus; U, undivided but lacking the dorsal migration of an N cell. Overlining indicates strong connection to the
anchor cell during morphogenesis. Unlabeled cells are nonspecialized epidermis. (A) C. elegans. Adapted from Sulston and Horvitz (1977).
(B) Oscheius tipulae. Adapted from Sommer and Sternberg (1995). (C) Pelodera strongyloides. Adapted from Sommer and Sternberg (1995).
(D) Mesorhabditis sp. PS1179. Adapted from Sommer and Sternberg (1994). (E) P. redivivus. Adapted from Sternberg and Horvitz (1982).
(F) P. paci®cus. Adapted from Sommer and Sternberg (1996).
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(Liu and Sternberg, 1995), suggesting that there are several differs among four, six, and seven progeny cells in Oscheius,
Pelodera, and Caenorhabditis, respectively (Fig. 4). Allchemosensory and possibly mechanosensory cues sensed by
the male. From an evolutionary perspective, reproductive progeny form part of the vulva. Alterations in the number
of cells might be tolerated as long as enough cells are presentisolation and thus speciation could be driven by precopula-
tory mechanisms, such as changes in vulval morphology to generate a scaffold for the structure of the vulva. This
interpretation is consistent with the ultrastructural analy-and physiology. However, among closely related Caeno-
rhabditis species, postcopulatory mechanisms block inter- sis of the vulva in Caenorhabditis, indicating that extensive
cell fusion occurs during the fourth larval stage (L4; White,speci®c crosses (Baird et al., 1992). Nonetheless, in interge-
neric crosses among at least some rhabditids, there exist 1988; J. White, personal communication) and the ability of
partial vulva to form and function (e.g., Sulston and Horvitz,early blocks in the mating process (A. Cheng and P.S., un-
published) and thus it is possible that such precopulatory 1981).
In contrast to 27 and 37 cell lineages, the 17 cell lineagemechanisms play an important role in speciation.
is conserved among all analyzed rhabditids that form the
vulva in the central body region. In all species eight progeny
are generated. This lineage might be more constrained basedEVOLUTION OF VULVA DEVELOPMENT
on cell interactions taking place during vulval morphogene-
sis in the L4 stage. In particular, the gonadal AC forms aThe detailed vulva morphology of adult animals differs
among species. However, these structural differences have speci®c contact to P6.pap and P6.ppa, the innermost gran-
daughters of the 17 VPC. During morphogenesis the openingnot been used by nematologists as a character for phyloge-
netic analysis. On the other hand, the position of the vulva of the uterus to the outside is formed in this region. We
speculate that these interactions constrain the 17 lineagein combination with gonad morphology is considered to be
one major phylogenetic character. more than the 27 and 37 lineages.
In contrast, species in the family Neodiplogastridae,In this review we will discuss vulva development of sev-
eral different species. Figure 1 shows a simpli®ed phylogeny which will be discussed in more detail below, generate only
six progeny in the 17 cell lineage (Fig. 4F). Figure 5 comparesaccording to Sudhaus (1976) and Andrassy (1984), only con-
sidering the species described in this review. Molecular phy- lateral views in Oscheius with the four right progeny of the
third cell division of the 17 cell, and Pristionchus with onlylogenetic analysis is underway and we may expect some
clari®cation of the relationships of these nemas (e.g., Fitch three right progeny, which are in a distinct arrangement.
The occurrence of variability. Invariant development,et al., 1995).
i.e., a similar pattern of cell divisions in all individuals of
a species, is typical for most lineages in many analyzed
Rhabditids with a Central Vulva nematodes (for recent review see Sommer et al., 1994).
However, there are exceptions, such as the variability ofCaenorhabditis is one of several genera in the family
Rhabditidae (for monographic description see Sudhaus, the lineage of the potential vulva precursor cell P3.p in C.
elegans (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sternberg and Horvitz,1976, and Andrassy, 1984). Species in most genera form the
vulva in the central body region, like Caenorhabditis. We 1986). We found variability in two aspects of the 37 cell
lineage in Pelodera (Fig. 4C) (Sommer and Sternberg, 1995).have analyzed cell lineages and pattern formation in the
vulva equivalence group in rhabditids of the ®ve genera First, the number of cells having the 37 fate differs, a phe-
nomenon similar to the one described for P3.p in C. elegans.Oscheius, Rhabditella, Rhabditoides, Pelodera, and Protor-
habditis (Sommer and Sternberg, 1995). (For simplicity, we The minimal number of 37 cells in Pelodera is two (P4.p
and P8.p), but P3.p, P9.p, and rarely P10.p can also have thewill use the name of the genus to describe a speci®c species
for the rest of the review.) The comparison of these species 37 cell fate. Second, the cell lineage generated by a 37 cell
differs, with two, four, or six progeny formed (Sommer andreveals evolutionary modi®cation at three levels.
Evolutionary alteration of the vulval cell lineages. Sternberg, 1995). We speculate that variability plays an im-
portant role in the evolutionary transition from one invari-While the vulval cell lineages are species speci®c, most lin-
eage differences were observed for the 27 and 37 lineages ant into another invariant cell lineage. To test this assump-
tion, lineage comparison between closely related, but phylo-(Fig. 4). The 37 lineage differs between two progeny in
Caenorhabditis (Fig. 4A) or Rhabditella (Sommer and genetically well-characterized species are necessary.
Asymmetric cell lineages. Most cell divisions in C. eleg-Sternberg, 1995), four progeny in Oscheius (Fig. 4B), and six
progeny in Pelodera (Fig. 4C) and Rhabditoides (Sommer ans are asymmetric, forming daughters with distinct fates
and presumably developmental potentials. These asymme-and Sternberg, 1995). We speculate that the observed variety
of 37 lineages occurs due to the minimal importance of the tries arise either from lineage-based mechanisms or from
intercellular signals. In C. elegans vulva development, thenumber of cells formed. In all cases, the cells fuse with the
epidermal syncytium, which already contains many nuclei. 27 lineage, but not the 17 or 37 lineage, is asymmetric. The
asymmetry of the 27 lineage is regulated at least in part byIn addition, there might be conservation of ploidy rather
than nuclear number, as observed by Hedgecock and White a signal from the gonad (W. S. Katz and P.W.S., in prepara-
tion). The vulva cell lineage comparison in other rhabditids(1985). Thus, there might be only minimal selection on the
number of progeny generated by 37 VPCs. The 27 lineage revealed cases of asymmetry in the 37 lineage in Pelodera
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FIG. 5. Cell lineage differences. Nomarski micrographs of Oscheius and Pristionchus vulvae in the last larval stage. Top panels show
more lateral sagittal optical sections with positions of the 17 VPC descendants. Bottom panels show mid sagittal optical sections with
the positions of the 27 VPC descendants. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(Fig. 4C) and Rhabditoides that is also in¯uenced by a go- rior; this has a dramatic affect on cell positioning. In C.
elegans, the gonadal AC is speci®ed dorsal to P6.p, more ornadal signal (Sommer and Sternberg, 1995). We speculate
that the same signal is used in these species for 37 asymme- less in the region where induction occurs. In contrast, in
Cruznema, the AC is born before the growing gonad hastry as for the generation of the asymmetry in the 27 lineage
in C. elegans. reached the VPCs in the posterior. During the L3 stage, the
AC will crawl over the VPCs P3.p, P4.p, and P5.p and stops
after reaching P6.p. This suggests that cross-talk between
Rhabditids with a Posterior Vulva the AC and the VPCs is important in aligning the somatic
gonad and epidermis. Somehow the AC can distinguish P6.pSome rhabditid nematodes form their vulva in the poste-
rior body region between 70 and 95% body length. These from the other VPCs or other cues indicate to the AC the
position of P6.p. In C. elegans there are also interactionsspecies also have a different gonad morphology than do
those species with a central vulva. Central vulva species among the VPC progeny and AC: the AC will extend a
process to a 17 lineage that is at a distance from the anchorform two ovaries more or less symmetrically about the
vulva (didelphic), whereas posterior vulva species form a cell (K. Tietze and P.W.S., in preparation).
In Cruznema, the VPCs start to divide 30 to 40 min aftersingle ovary (monodelphic). We have analyzed vulva devel-
opment in three such genera (Sommer and Sternberg, 1994) the AC establishes contact to P6.p, suggesting that the AC
still induces vulva formation. Indeed, ablation of the so-that are likely to belong to two separate phylogenetic
branches of the Rhabditidae. matic gonad precursors Z1 and Z4 prevents vulva formation
(Sommer and Sternberg, 1994).Potential cross-talk between AC and VPCs in Cruz-
nema. Which set of precursor cells forms a posterior AC-independent vulva development in Mesorhabditis.
In Mesorhabditis and Teratorhabditis the centrally bornvulva? Cell lineage analysis reveals that in all analyzed pos-
terior vulva rhabditid species the same precursor cells VPCs migrate toward the posterior as in Cruznema and P(5±
7).p form the vulva in wild-type animals (Fig. 4D). However,(P5.p±P7.p) as in C. elegans give rise to the vulva. However,
in posterior vulva species, these cells ®rst migrate posteri- the vulva is not induced by the gonad; after ablation of the
gonadal precursors Z1 and Z4 in the L1 stage, a normalorly during the second larval stage (L2). In addition, the
gonad grows from its original central position toward poste- vulva is formed. Instead, the pattern of VPC fates relies to
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a large extent on intrinsic properties of the precursor cells. forms slightly posterior (at 60% body length) and is gener-
ated by four cells, P(5±8).p, with the pattern 27-17-17-27 (Figs.Of the ®ve VPCs, P(4±8).p, only P5.p and P6.p can adopt
2B and 4E). Interestingly, the inducing AC is located be-the 17 cell fate. This difference has been demonstrated by
tween P6.p and P7.p, the two cells having the 17 fate. TheVPC-isolation experiments, in which all but one VPC were
same pattern has been found in all additional species of thisablated. An isolated P5.p or P6.p generates a 17 lineage, an
family analyzed so far (Fixsen, 1985; M.-A. FeÂ lix, R.J.S., L.isolated P7.p or P8.p forms 27 or intermediate lineages, and
Carta, and P.W.S., unpublished). Thus, a more posterior cellan isolated P4.p only forms nonspecialized epidermis. Thus,
is used in vulva development. Furthermore, the equivalencethe VPCs are no longer equivalent to one another in these
group is expanded posteriorly relative to the Rhabditidae,two species.
because P9.p is a VPC (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1982). InAn important open question is what makes P6.p different
summary, this posterior shift in P. redivivus relative tofrom P5.p. Two types of models can explain vulva formation
rhabditid species forming a central vulva occurs by shiftingin Mesorhabditis (Sommer and Sternberg, 1994; Sommer et
the set of VPCs, while in rhabditids with a posterior vulva,al., 1994). According to the ``induction model'' a probably
VPCs migrate posteriorly.redundant source for the inductive signal is located in the
posterior body region. Alternatively, vulva formation solely Apoptosis Limits the Size of the Equivalence
depends on the differences among the VPCs (``autonomous Group in the Neodiplogastridae
model''). In an extreme case, one could imagine that P6.p A strikingly different alteration occurs in Pristionchus
responds differently to the received positional information paci®cus of the Neodiplogastridae. Programmed cell death
than the other cells, specifying it as the 17 cell. Once speci- of 7 of the 12 Pn.p cells in the ventral cord limits the size
®ed, lateral signaling could create the rest of the pattern of a potential vulva equivalence group. P(1±4).p and P(9±
by inducing immediate neighbors to be 27; however, since 11).p die immediately after their birth and only P(5±8).p
isolated P7.p generates vulval tissue, this model is unlikely and P12.p survive as ectoblasts (Fig. 2). The wild-type vulva
to be correct. is formed by P(5±7).p; thus, in comparison to C. elegans
Vulva formation in Mesorhabditis gives an example of an and other rhabditids the number of potential VPCs is re-
evolutionary change of redundant modes of cell fate speci- duced. Also, in P. paci®cus, P8.p is not a VPC (Fig. 2B).
®cation. In C. elegans the 27 cell fate is speci®ed by the Five instead of 12 Pn.p ectoblasts have also been observed
combined action of two intercellular signaling pathways. in a few members of the two other families described above.
This has been shown to work in two different modes. In Within the Rhabditidae, apparently only the genus Poikilo-
one mode, a direct signal from the anchor cell to a VPC laimus has 5 Pn.p ectoblasts (R.J.S. and P.W.S., in prepara-
causes it to become 27 (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1986; tion). As in Pristionchus, P(1±4).p and P(9±11).p undergo
Thomas et al., 1990; Katz et al., 1995). The ligand for the programmed cell death. In Panagrolaimus of the Panagrolai-
inductive signaling pathway, LIN-3, can promote 27 fates if midae, P(1±4).p die, whereas P(9±11).p do not differentiate
as ectoblasts (R.J.S. and P.W.S., in preparation). The fourits EGF domain is expressed broadly under the control of a
remaining cells in the center, P(5±8).p, form the vulva withheat shock-inducible promoter (Katz et al., 1995). In a sec-
a lineage similar to P. redivivus (Sternberg and Horvitz,ond mode, a signal from a 17 cell (Simske and Kim, 1995;
1982).Koga and Ohshima, 1995) or activation of the LIN-12 pro-
Thus, in all three families, species that have 5 instead oftein (Greenwald et al., 1983; Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989)
12 Pn.p ectoblasts have been found. Based on these ®ndings,results in 27 cells (Fig. 2). Lateral signaling via lin-12 is
we cannot infer the phylogenetic direction of the observedinvolved in the speci®cation of the 27 cell fate. Gain-of-
transformations. However, we favor the hypothesis that infunction alleles of lin-12 cause all six VPCs adopt the 27
these taxa the 5 Pn.p ectoblast pattern results from restric-cell fate, whereas no 27 cells are formed in animals lacking
tion of a larger equivalence group in a common ancestor.lin-12 activity. In Mesorhabditis, the VPC isolation experi-
Within the Panagrolaimidae and Neodiplogastridae addi-ments indicate a different situation. An isolated P4.p cannot
tional comparative data are necessary to test this hypothe-adopt a 17 or 27 cell fate. Thus, it cannot respond to the
sis. On the other hand, within the Rhabditidae, the morpho-proposed inductive signal. However, after the ablation of
logical work of Sudhaus (1976) provides a detailed phyloge-P6.p, the vulva is formed by P5.p as the 17 VPC and P4.p
netic tree, according to which the lineage leading toand P7.p as the 27 VPCs. Thus, P4.p is still able to respond
Poikilolaimus is derived from evolutionary lineages thatto lateral signaling, one of the two modes of 27 fate speci®-
have 12 Pn.p cells (Fig. 1). Thus, based on the phylogeny ofcation in C. elegans (e.g., Simske and Kim, 1995; Koga and
Sudhaus (1976), we can consider the 5 Pn.p cell state ofOhshima, 1995).
Poikilolaimus as being derived from an ancestral rhabditid
with 12 Pn.p cells.
Change of Patterning in the Panagrolaimidae
TOWARD A MECHANISTIC
All analyzed rhabditids, regardless of whether they form UNDERSTANDING OF EVOLUTIONARY
a central or a posterior vulva, have their wild-type structure
CHANGESgenerated by P(5±7).p with the pattern 27-17-27. In Panagrel-
lus redivivus of the family of the Panagrolaimidae this pat- The comparative approach to vulva development at the
cellular level, as described above, reveals many differenttern is different (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1982). The vulva
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cellular alterations, affecting the presence of precursor cells, vivus dies, but it is a distal tip cell in C. elegans; P(1±4).p
are epidermal in C. elegans, but die in Panagrolaimus. Raffvulva position, variable or asymmetrical lineages, and
changes of induction, competence, and cell lineage. We have (1993) has argued that cells are programmed to die unless
they receive survival signals, that is, that death is the de-initiated steps toward a molecular understanding of changes
in development with a genetic and molecular analysis in a fault fate. Such a view is consistent with the common alter-
ation of cell survival versus death in nematodes (see Stern-species that shows suf®cient evolutionary alterations from
C. elegans. berg and Horvitz, 1981, 1982). It is most attractive to imag-
ine that survival is ancestral, as exhumed cells can function
(e.g., Avery and Horvitz, 1987).
A Mutation in Pristionchus Can Increase At the level of organs, the position and number of organ
the Size of the Equivalence Group formation can be altered. The vulva can be formed from 35
to 95% body length (Sommer et al., 1994). The number andIn a screen for morphological mutations in Pristionchus
positions of male caudal papillae (in C. elegans known tofor use as genetic markers, a number of mutants with cell
be involved in initial steps of male mating behavior; Liu andlineage alterations in the ventral cord have been isolated
Sternberg, 1995) can vary greatly (Andrassy, 1984; Chitwood(Sommer et al., 1996). Several vulvaless mutants have been
and Chitwood, 1950; Fitch and Emmons, 1995). These alter-observed; P(5±8).p do not divide in these mutant animals,
ations correlate with changes in the number and place ofresembling the phenotype of gonad ablated wild-type ani-
utilization of integral cell lineages (Sulston et al., 1980;mals. One intriguing mutant, ped-5, increases the size of
Sternberg and Horvitz, 1982). Fitch and Emmons (1995)the vulva equivalence group. P3.p and P4.p, but not the
have carried out an elegant analysis of cell positions andother ®ve cells that undergo apoptosis in wild-type, survive
cell contacts during male tail development in a number ofin ped-5 mutant animals (Fig. 2B). These cells can form
rhabtidid species. Their observations establish an excellentvulval tissue in response to inductive signal if more proxi-
system to analyze changes in organ position, especiallymal VPCs are ablated (R.J.S. and P.W.S., in preparation).
given the growing understanding of caudal papillae (ray)Thus, there is an increase in the size of the vulva equiva-
type speci®cation in C. elegans (e.g., Zhang and Emmons,lence group in the anterior region, creating a situation simi-
1995).lar to that of C. elegans. In summary, these genetic studies
At the level of mechanism, a variety of potential modi®-indicate that a genetic approach can be ef®ciently used in
cations can occur, and several have been observed (Fig. 6).evolutionary developmental studies of nematodes.
Our studies indicate that the relative role of intercellular
signals that pattern the VPC fates changes during evolution.
Cloning of the Proto-oncogene ras While additional molecular and genetic analysis will clearly
from Pristionchus be necessary to infer what changes account for the pat-
terning in each species, we can infer the most likely set ofGene cloning using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
possiblities. Each of the three known, genetically de®nedstandard molecular biology should be straightforward in P.
signaling pathways can, in principle, act in several modespaci®cus. We have tested this assumption by cloning the
(Fig. 6).highly conserved let-60 ras homologue by a combination of
In C. elegans, the inductive signal from the anchor cellPCR using degenerate oligonucleotide primers and screen-
arguably plays the key role in establishing the pattern ofing of a new genomic and cDNA library (Sommer et al.,
VPC fates (Fig. 6, Graded Mode). In Mesorhabditis, either1996). The let-60 ras genes from C. elegans and P. paci®cus
there is no inductive signal or it is permissive and producedhave 86% similarity at the amino acid level (Han and Stern-
in cells other than the gonad and conveys no essential pat-berg, 1990; Sommer et al., 1996). In the future we can use
terning information (Fig. 6, Permissive Mode). More gener-these tools for more intensive molecular studies.
ally, fate speci®cation can change between conditional and
autonomous (see below).
One property of partially redundant regulatory circuitryDISCUSSION
is that there can be shifts in the relative importance of
different components. Analysis of the intercellular signalsAlterations at Many Levels
controlling VPC fates provides a hint of how this occurs
(Fig. 6). In C. elegans, the pattern of VPC fates is best de-Evolutionary changes in nematode postembryonic devel-
opment occur at many levels. At the cellular level, the ex- scribed as arising from the localized inductive signal and
the lateral signal. The proposed LIN-15-controlled negativetent and timing of division of a given cell, the survival or
apoptosis, the migration, and the differentiation can be al- signal appears to have no role in establishing the pattern
other than setting the precondition for a localized responsetered. In addition, as we have seen, the ability to respond
to intercellular signals, and possibly the production of inter- to the LIN-3 growth factor (Fig. 6, Buffering Mode). The
existence of positional differences among the VPCs is ancellular signals, can be altered.
Apoptosis appears particularly susceptible to changes. open one. In Mesorhabditis, what would be the AC signal
appears to play a minor role: the gonad is not necessarySurprisingly, many of the differences between nematode
cell lineages are in apoptosis. For example, Z4.pp in P. redi- posthatching (and thus likely not at all) for patterning of
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FIG. 6. Potential changes in modes of action of signaling pathways. The VPC pattern could in principle be speci®ed by several different
mechanisms. The precisions of the fate patterning might require the potentially redundant mechanisms, including latent ones, such as
LIN-15-controlled negative signaling. This redundancy allows for evolutionary change. Inductive signaling: The Inductive signal (AC to
VPC signal; LIN-3 in C. elegans) can act in a graded mode or a permissive mode. The graded mode results in the AC proximal cell
recieving higher levels of signal than the more distal cells (could also get signal earlier). While the extent to which the graded mode
operates in C. elegans is controversial (cf. Katz et al., 1995; Simske and Kim, 1995; Koga and Ohshima, 1995; discussed by Katz and
Sternberg, 1996), molecular genetic studies demonstrate that it can work. For example, increased LIN-3 in the anchor cell results in an
expansion of the pattern to 27-17-17-27 (Katz et al., 1995). Moreover, P6.p clearly receives more signal that P5.p and P7.p. In the permissive
mode, saturating levels of a uniform signal are present. This is one explanation for the gonad independent vulval differentiation seen in
Mesorhabditis. Lateral signaling: The lateral signal (mediated by LIN-12 in C. elegans) can act in a reciprocal or unidirectional mode. In
the reciprocal mode, each cell initially produces both ligand and receptor; this metastable situation resolves to either of two stable
situations in which each cell expresses either ligand or receptor, and no adjacent cells express ligand. This apparently occurs between
pairs of cells in a lin-15 mutant of C. elegans (Sternberg, 1988) and is proposed ot occur in normal animals (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989).
In the unidrectional mode (inductive mode), the LIN-12 type receptor repsonds to a source of its ligand. Such unidirectional mode occurs
during ventral uterine devlopment in C. elegans (Newman et al., 1995). Negative signaling: In C. elegans, the LIN-15-controlled negative
signal(s) appears to play no role in VPC fate patterning other that to set the precondition for a localized response to LIN-3. Negative
signaling acts at the level of LET-23, leading to the simple hypothesis that this negative signal decreases the basal level of signal transduction
by the LET-23 receptor. We consider this to be a buffering mode. Since decreased LIN-15 activity results in vulval in differentiation, in
principle, a localized decrease in LIN-15 would contribute to patterning the VPCs, possibly effectively as LIN-3. Autocrine modes: Any
of the signal could also act in an autocrine mode. Autocrine product of LIN-12 ligand is one explanation of the induction of 27 fates
directly by LIN-3 in C. elegans (Katz et al., 1995).
VPC fates. Lateral signaling must play a role based on the ans play roles in these other species, we need to have experi-
mental handles on the genes producing these intercellularobserved replacement regulation. Positional differences are
very likely to play a major role. In Pristionchus, positional signals. For example, we do not yet have direct evidence
that lateral signaling in these other species involves thedifferences are crucial: there are only three VPCs. To test
the hypothesis that changes in signals identi®ed in C. eleg- LIN-12 pathway.
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As we have seen, developmental processes change during tion. More detailed phylogeny and comparisons of the type
we describe here may well indicate the frequency of differ-evolution by alterations occur at many levels. Detailed
comparative analysis of individual cases can give insight on ent types of alterations.
cellular and developmental alterations as the driving force
for creating morphological diversity that can be acted upon Invariance of Nematode Development
by selection. The challenge will now be to apply develop- The most striking feature of nematode development is
mental genetics and molecular biology to some of these its invariance. For example, in C. elegans each male has
other species of nematodes, as we have started with P. pa- precisely 56 somatic cells in its gonad, while in P. redivivus,
ci®cus. each male gonad has precisely 143 cells (Kimble and Hirsh,
1979; Sternberg and Horvitz, 1981). Such invariance is gen-
erally the case, although in some tissues, especially thoseConstraints
correlated with increases in size such as the intestine and
Each level of possible alterations is subject to different the epidermis, there is considerable variation within a spe-
constraints, i.e., the relative ease with which changes in cies. In addition to variability in cell number, there is inde-
development can occur. The relative ease of particular ge- terminancy, in which the number of cells of each type is
netic alterations is of course crucial, but there is not yet constant, but the ancestry of the cell types differs between
suf®cient genomic information to discuss this aspect here. individuals.
There is always some way around the constraint by an alter- The best-characterized example of indeterminancy in
ation at a different level. Thus, it is the number of steps nematode development is the speci®cation of the anchor
(and the ``dif®culty'' of each step) that places the constraint. cell. In C. elegans, either of two homologous cells in the
Signaling modules, such as the MAP kinase pathway, are hermaphrodite somatic gonad, Z1.ppp or Z4.aaa, becomes
used in a variety of contexts (e.g., Herskowitz, 1995). The the anchor cell in a given animal (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979).
¯exibility in the use of ras pathway is clear in that different A lateral signaling mechanism (Wilkinson et al., 1994; re-
regulatory inputs, e.g., receptor tyrosine kinases versus G- viewed by Greenwald and Rubin, 1992; Sternberg, 1993)
protein-coupled receptors, and output, e.g., transcriptional appears responsible. This may be a useful speci®cation
acivation and repression of different target genes, indicate event to analyze in evolutionary terms, as there is variation:
that a given module can be used to different ends. Based on in P. redivivus, only Z4.aaa becomes the anchor cell (Stern-
the evolutionary conservation of the module but not the berg and Horvitz, 1981). More detailed molecular genetics
inputs and outputs, it is likely easier to change these than is necessary to draw conclusions as to what alterations in
the module itself. The ¯exibility of the module is likely regulatory pathways have occurred to effect the transition.
to extend greatly by the possiblity of branched inputs and We believe that the predominant origin of invariance is
outputs. as derived from multipotentiality and variability. We can
There exist some deep similarities of the types of con- only speculate that the invariance has been selected. Of
straints at each level. For example, if a gene, cell or organ course, the major alternative hypothesis is that primitive
has multiple functions, then it is constrained from being nematodes had small cell number and ®xed lineages, and
substituted. lin-12, the anchor cell, and the vulva, respec- ¯exibility evolved from such a condition, perhaps by dupli-
tively, are examples. lin-12 is required for many cell fate cation of precursor cells. The challenge is to determine in
decisions (Greenwald et al., 1983; Newman et al., 1995). some particular taxa the direction and sequence of events
The anchor cell induces the vulva (Kimble, 1981), induces that lead to this change in ¯exibility of cell fate speci®ca-
the ventral uterus (Newman et al., 1995), and then attaches tion.
to the vulva (J. White, personal communication; K. Tietze
and P.W.S., in preparation). The vulva is required for both
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